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Reconsidering Japanese Corporate and Personal Pensions:
from a Legal Point of View

Hideyuki MORITO*

I  Introduction

Roughly speaking, the Japanese pension system is four-tier.  The first
tier, the National Pension system, covers all residents in Japan and provides flat-
rate benefits.  The second tier is composed of five employees’ pension plans.  The
largest scheme in the second tier is the Employees’ Pension Insurance plan, which
covers most employees in the private sector and provides earnings-related pension
benefits.  These pension schemes in the first two tiers are usually referred to as
public pensions.

The third and fourth tiers are called private pensions.  The third tier
consists of corporate pensions, which can be voluntarily set up at a company or a
group of companies.  Lastly the fourth tier is made up of personal pensions, which
employees, self-employed people, and non-employed persons can voluntarily join.
The difference between corporate and personal pensions is that, while the former
cannot be put into effect without the employer’s initiative, employees can freely
participate in the latter on their own.

The Japanese private pension system quite literally entered a new century
in 2001, the year when the Defined Benefit Corporate Pension Law and the
Defined Contribution Pension Law were enacted one after the other.  This article
focuses on recent development in laws and policies on Japanese corporate and
personal pensions, including the two new statutes above, and tries to reconsider
them from a legal point of view.

II  The 2001 Reform
1  The Pre-Reform System

1.1  Corporate Pensions
Before 2001, there were mainly two types of tax-favored corporate

pensions in Japan.  However, it should be noted that these two types continue to
exist after the reform.  One is tax-qualified (hereinafter TQ) pension plans.  Under
TQ plans, companies can establish out-of-house pension reserves with tax
advantages if they meet requirements set by the government.
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Chart 1 : Employees’ Pension Fund Plans
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The other is employees’ pension fund (hereinafter EPF) plans (see Chart
1).  A company or a group of companies can, with the labor union’s or the
employees’ representative’s consent, establish an employees’ pension fund as a
special corporate entity to administer the plan.  EPFs take the place of the
government in providing the subcontracted proportion of the Employees’ Pension
Insurance, excluding the re-evaluation and price-indexed portions, which were
still provided by the government.  Each fund must provide additional benefits on
top of that and, as a result, employees whose companies establish EPFs are
supposed to receive more generous pension benefits in total than those without
EPFs.  An EPF plan is administered by the board of directors and the assembly of
delegates, both of which are composed of the employer and employees’
representatives.

1.2  Retirement Allowances in a Lump Sum
In addition, employers can also voluntarily put into practice non-tax-

qualified, unfunded corporate pension plans or lump-sum retirement allowances.
Compared with the two qualified plans above, an employer sponsoring such a plan
is relatively free to design the non-qualified plan because it is not strictly
regulated.

It should be noted that one of the major characteristics of Japanese
corporate pensions is that they find their origins in retirement allowances in a
lump sum.  Since the 1970s, many companies have converted their lump-sum
retirement allowance plans into TQ or EPF plans, in order to average yearly
personnel expenses.  In fact, many corporate pension plans are incorporated into
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the provisions of retirement allowances in work rules1 or in collective agreements.2
Retirement allowances are one of the major elements of the so-called long-

term employment system in Japan.  While they are referred to as “retirement”
allowances, they are not only paid to retirees, but also to almost everybody who
leaves his or her company even with only a short period of service.  However,
employers favor employees with longer years of service by so-called “backloading”:
the longer job tenures are, the more retirement allowances are offered.  If an
employee has worked for the employer for thirty-five years or so and retires at the
mandatory retirement age, s/he gets the most generous retirement allowances.  In
this sense, retirement allowances are seen rather as a gratuity for meritorious
service than a deferred payment of wages.

Basically corporate pensions have succeeded these features.  In fact,
confusingly, most retired workers are allowed to receive their benefits in a lump
sum from these “pension” plans.

1.3  Personal Pensions
Before the reform, there were also two types of tax-favored personal

pensions, which also still exist after the reform.  One is the national pension fund
plans, which only self-employed persons can voluntarily join.  They are regarded
as the “second tier” pension plans for the self-employed.  National pension funds
are regionally- or occupationally-established special corporate entities created to
administer the plans.  Self-employed persons can make before-tax contributions
to the fund of up to 816,000 yen per year.
       Another type is tax-qualified personal pensions, which are sold by insurance
companies and the like.  Premiums for qualified personal pensions are tax
deductible up to 50,000 yen per year.

2  The Reform Drive
Recently private pensions have attracted a great deal of public attention

for the following reasons:

� As a result of a series of reforms in recent years, public pensions will
undoubtedly contribute less to people’s retirement in the approaching
aged society, and instead, corporate and personal pensions are expected
to play a relatively lager role.

                                           
* Professor of Law, Seikei University, Faculty of Law.  I thank Hugo Dobson for his
help and encouragement.

1 An employer shall draw up work rules if ten or more employees are continuously
employed at the enterprise.  The Labor Standards Law (hereinafter LSL), Art. 89.  The
sections of the labor contracts that do not meet the working conditions established by
the work rules are invalid, and the sections that have become invalid are governed by
the standards established by the work rules.  LSL, Art. 93.  In addition to this,
according to a Supreme Court precedent, the provision of work rules, if reasonable in
content, constitutes the terms of individual labor contracts.  Denden Kosha Obihiro
Kyoku, Supr. Ct., Mar. 13, 1986, Rohan (Rodo Hanrei, Labor Case Judgments) 470-6.
2 While collective agreements are contracts between an employer or a group of
employers and a union, they have a preemptive effect on individual labor contracts:
any section of an individual labor contract contravening the standards concerning
conditions of work and other matters relating to the treatment of workers set forth in
the collective agreement is void, and the invalidated section of the individual labor
contract is governed by those standards.  The Trade Union Law (hereinafter TUL), Art.
16.
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� Japanese corporate pensions are in a state of financial crisis mainly due
to the current low interest rates and sluggish stock market.  Many
companies have paid additional contributions to EPFs or to TQ plans’
pension reserves to cover the deficits.  This extra expenditure might
become a serious threat even to financially sound companies.

� Businesses strongly advocated introducing defined contribution pension
plans.  Companies considered such plans to be the last resort in
lightening their financial and regulatory responsibilities.  Moreover,
businesses and politicians expected defined contribution pension plans to
revitalize the stock market and raise stock prices.

� Growing global competition has driven Japanese businesses to accept new
accounting standards, starting from the fiscal year of 2000.  The new
rules require fully consolidated accounts and the disclosure of pension-
plan shortfalls.

� It was in the 1990s when “deregulation” became a national slogan in
Japan.  In the midst of the tardy recovery from the business recession
after the boom of the bubble economy, corporate pensions also became
one of the targets of deregulation.  The government has taken some
measures to relax the fund management regulations of EPF and TQ plans.
Institutional investors, particularly foreign companies who have
participated for the first time in Japanese markets after the so-called “big
bang,” are becoming more and more interested in Japanese pension
funds.  Besides, deregulation of the management of pension assets
unavoidably calls for more detailed and elaborate regulations on fiduciary
duties.

� Recently it has been pointed out that today’s non-portable, “backloaded”
corporate pensions do not fit the current era of high unemployment
because they work to reduce turnovers excessively.3  Many experts have
proposed reconsidering the current corporate pension regulations so as
not to discourage workers from changing jobs. It has been said that
defined contribution plans are advantageous to younger, more mobile
workers, because they guarantee the so-called “pension portability.”

All these circumstances led the government to recognize the need for
restructuring the current private pension regulations.

3  Defined Benefit Corporate Pension Plans
The Defined Benefit Corporate Pension Law of 2001 (hereinafter DBCPL)

has recently introduced two new types of defined benefit (hereinafter DB)
corporate pension plans: contract-type (see Chart 2) and fund-type (see Chart 3).

3.1  Contract-Type DB Plans
The contractual scheme is not completely new, because there have

already been TQ plans in existence previously.  Basically contract-type DB
corporate pension plans are successors to TQ plans, which will be “abolished” in
ten years.4  The difference between contract-type DB plans and TQ plans is as

                                           
3 Fumio Ohtake, Ko Shitsugyo Jidai Ni Okeru Koyo Seisaku (Employment Policies for
the Unemployment Problem), The Monthly Journal of the Japan Institute of Labour,
Vol.41, No.5 (1999), p. 21.
4 More precisely, the government will not approve any new tax-qualified pension plan
after April 1, 2002 and the existing plans will be non-tax-qualified as of April 1, 2012,
if they still exist by then.
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follows:

� A change of authority.  The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare supervises
contract-type DB plans, while the supervisory body for TQ plans is the
National Tax Agency of the Ministry of Finance.  Through this concession of
power, the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare is now in charge of almost
all pension policy-making matters.

Chart 2 : DB Plans (contract-type)
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� More legal intervention.  Compared with TQ plans, contract-type DB plans
are more strictly regulated by law, particularly, in relation to funding
standards, fiduciary duties, and disclosure.  In short, contract-type DB
plans and EPF plans are under the same level of regulations.

3.2  Fund-Type DB Plans
Fund-type DB plans are similar to EPF plans, except that the former do

not “contract out” the Employees’ Pension Insurance.  With the labor union’s or
the employees’ representative’s consent, an employer or a group of employers
establishes a corporate pension fund to administer the plan.  The plan is
administered by the board of directors and the assembly of delegates.
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Chart 3 : DB Plans (fund-type)
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3.3  Cash Balance Plans
Before 2001, TQ or EPF plans were not allowed to gear the level of benefit

to the investment performance of pension assets.  The 2001 reform has introduced
the so-called “cash balance” scheme, which can be used in contract-type and
fund-type DB plans as well as in EPF plans.  Under a cash balance plan, each
participant has a hypothetical account balance and his or her pension assets at
retirement are simply the amount in the account.  In this sense, cash balance
plans are similar to defined contribution plans.

Two types of amounts are credited to the account every year.  One is a
contribution based on the participant’s compensation, for example, 5 percent of
his or her annual salary.  Another is guaranteed interest and the interest rate is
specified in the plan.  Employers who sponsor plans must pay additional
contributions if the real asset management result does not outperform the
guaranteed interest.  Cash balance plans are defined benefit plans in that
employers bear the investment risk.

4  Defined Contribution Pension Plans
The Defined Contribution Pension Law of 2001 (hereinafter DCPL) has

introduced two types of defined contribution (hereinafter DC) pension plans:
corporate-type (see Chart 4) and individual-type (see Chart 5).

4.1  Corporate-Type DC Plans
An employer or group of employers can start a corporate-type DC plan

with the labor union’s or the employees’ representative’s consent.  The employer
makes contributions to each employee’s DC account every month.  Unlike EPF or
DB plans, employees make investment orders by themselves and bear the
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investment risk.  It means that if an employer adopts a corporate-type DC plan as
its primary pension plan, its employees’ ultimate benefits might be insufficient for
their retirement, or might be even zero, in the worst case scenario.5

The plan must offer three or more investment alternatives for employees,
including one with the warranty of the capital.  The upper limit of contributions is
432,000 yen per year for employers who offer DB, TQ, or EPF plans or 216,000
yen per year for employers who do not offer any DB, TQ, or EPF plan.   

A participant cannot receive his or her pension benefit until s/he reaches
sixty years old, except that s/he becomes disabled before the age of sixty.6
Investment returns determine how much each employee receives at retirement.

One of the new distinctive features of corporate-type DC plans is the so-
called “benefit portability.”  The DCPL provides the three-year “vesting” rule: the
amount in an employee’s DC account shall be non-forfeitable if s/he has at least
three years of service with the employer.  When a participant changes jobs, s/he
can “roll over” vested pension rights from the current employer’s DC account into
the next employer’s DC plan.

Currently people in categories such as public service employees and
dependent spouses are excluded from coverage.

                                           
5 This scenario is not unrealistic when an employee’s investments consist primarily of
his or her company’s stock.  What if the company goes bankrupt suddenly like Enron?
6 If s/he dies before the age of sixty, benefits are paid to the family of the deceased.
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Financial Institutions

Chart 4 : DC Plans (corporate-type)
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Chart 5 : DC Plans (individual-type)
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4.2  Individual-Type DC Plans
Self-employed persons and employees who are not covered by any one of

TQ, EPF, DB, or corporate-type DC plans can voluntarily participate in individual-
type DC plans on an individual basis.  An employer must withhold premiums from
the employee’s salary and pay them directly to the administrator of the plan, that
is, the National Pension Fund Association, if the employee asks the employer to do
so.  However, employers cannot compel their employees to join individual-type DC
plans.  In this sense, individual-type DC plans are not corporate pensions, but
personal pensions.

In the same way as corporate-type DC plans, an individual-type DC plan
must offer three or more investment choices for employees, including one with the
warranty of the capital.  For self-employed persons, the upper limit of
contributions is 816,000 yen per year.  If a self-employed person participates in a
national pension fund plan as well as in an individual-type DC plan, the upper
limit of contributions to the two plans in the aggregate is 816,000 yen per year.
For employees, the upper limit is 180,000 yen per year.  In principle the
“pensionable” age is sixty years old.

While, as mentioned above, individual-type DC plans do not belong to
corporate pensions, they are playing a very important role in reinforcing corporate
pensions’ benefit portability.  When a participant leaves the company, in certain
conditions, s/he can “roll over” the amount in the corporate-type DC account into
an individual-type DC account.  An individual-type DC participant can also roll
over his or her money into a corporate-type DC account, if s/he gets a job at a
company with a corporate-type DC plan.

III  Legal Issues surrounding Corporate and Personal Pensions

In the first place, it should be noted that, unlike the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA) in the United States, there is no general,
comprehensive corporate pension statute in Japan (see Chart 6).

1  Benefit Portability
In an era of labor mobility, securing the so-called “benefit portability” in

corporate pension plans is one of the most important policy goals.  As mentioned
above, one of the selling points in the newly-introduced DC plans is benefit
portability.  Theoretically, unlike other plans such as TQ, EPF, DB, or lump-sum
retirement allowances, job changes do not work to reduce total pension benefits if
the person has been covered by DC plans all his or her working life.  However, the
portability of DC plans under the current law leaves plenty of room for
improvement.
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Chart 6: Corporate Pension Legislation

Portability is guaranteed only between DC plans.  “Roll-over” is only
possible between two corporate-type DC accounts, from a corporate-type DC
account into an individual-type DC account, and vice versa.  It is impossible to
roll over pension assets from a corporate-type or an individual-type DC plan into
other plans such as TQ, EPF, DB, or lump-sum retirement allowances, or vice
versa.

Unlike in DC or cash balance plans, each participant does not have his or
her individual account balance in TQ, EPF, DB, or lump-sum retirement
allowance plans.  Those plans’ pension assets are managed and invested as a
whole.  Thus it would be technically very hard to “roll over” money from DC plans
to other plans, on which no regulation of vesting or benefit accrual standards is
imposed.

However, there are still some measures to be taken at this stage.
Japanese corporate pensions and retirement allowances are much more like
severance pay, rather than retirement benefits.  As mentioned above, many
corporate pension and retirement allowance plans provide lump sum benefits for
almost every person who quits his or her job long before reaching the mandatory
retirement age.  The government should consider permitting such persons to roll
over their liquidated, “premature” lump sum allowances into a corporate-type or
an individual-type DC account.

These measures would particularly contribute to making individual-type
DC plans more attractive and appealing.  Under the current law, individual DC
plans do not have many advantages over non-tax-favored bank deposits or
investment trusts, because participants must wait until the age of sixty to receive
benefits, investment alternatives are limited, the upper limit of monthly premiums
is not very high, and so on.  Policymakers should focus on individual-type DC
plans’ role as a portable retirement account for the self-employed, employees, and
unemployed persons.

The government should also examine the possibility of “roll-over” in cash
balance plans.  While cash balance plans are not DC plans but EPF or DB plans,
there is almost no technical difficulty in transferring money from or into a
hypothetical cash balance account.

2  “Bad Boy” Clauses
2.1  Retirement Allowances

Many work rules provide for the reduction or forfeiture of a retirement
allowance in the case of a disciplinary dismissal or of a change in employment to
work for another company in the same business.  There is no statute prohibiting
such provisions, that is, the so-called “bad boy clauses.”  In short, these clauses
are not completely illegal.7  The Supreme Court held to be valid the work rules
                                           
7 For details, see Kazuo Sugeno (translated by Leo Kanowitz), JAPANESE
EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW, 2002, pp.225-226.
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providing that only half of a retirement allowance would be paid to workers who
went to work for other companies in the same business, stating that the
retirement allowance in question was partly a reward for the employee’s
meritorious service.8

However, on the other hand, courts have restricted the employer’s
freedom of contract to some extent.  In Hashimoto Unyu case,9 the court held to be
inapplicable the work rules providing that a retirement allowance would be
forfeited in case of a disciplinary dismissal, stating that the forfeiture clause in
question should be applicable only when the employee was so disloyal as to nullify
his or her meritorious deeds through longtime service.  In Chubu Nihon Kokokusha
case,10 the court held to be inapplicable the work rules providing that a retirement
allowance would not be paid if the employee went to work in a similar local
business within six months after resigning, stating that the forfeiture clause in
question should be applicable only when the employee demonstrated extreme
disloyalty by taking a job with another company in the same business.

Roughly speaking, courts have approved the validity of forfeiture clauses
in the case of disciplinary dismissal for extreme misconduct such as
embezzlement,11 while they have been very prudent in forfeiting the whole sum of
retirement allowances in the case of going to work for competing companies.

2.2  Corporate Pensions
Because Japanese corporate pensions are a sort of retirement allowances

in disguise, many corporate pension plans have “bad boy” clauses in their bylaws.
However, the 2001 reform took a step toward regulating them.

2.2.1  Corporate-Type DC Plans
As mentioned above, the DCPL has introduced the three-year “vesting”

rule.  The amount in an employee’s corporate-type DC account shall be non-
forfeitable if s/he has at least three years of service with the employer.12  There is
no exception to this rule; if an employee has been with the employer for three
years or more, his or her corporate-type DC account balance is non-forfeitable,
even in the case of a disciplinary dismissal for embezzlement or murder.

This is the first anti-bad-boy clause law in the history of Japanese
corporate pension and labor legislation.  While few employers have actually
invoked bad boy clauses, these provisions have played a significant role in
Japanese employment practice.  They have served as a warning to employees not
to disturb the enterprise order.  However, employers cannot give employees
warnings of this kind any longer if they offer corporate-type DC plans only.  In
other words, choosing a corporate-type DC plan means that the employer has to
give up the convenient device, built into the retirement benefit plan to maintain
the enterprise order, and find another way to enhance employee morale.  In this
sense, the newly-introduced “vesting” rule in the DCPL should have been paid
much more attention in the legislative process.

                                           
8 Sankosha, Supr. Ct., Aug. 9, 1977, Rokeisoku (Rodokeizai Hanrei Sokuho,
Expeditious Labor Case Reporter) 958-25.
9 Hashimoto Unyu, Nagoya Dist. Ct., Apr. 28, 1972, Hanji (Hanrei Jiho, Journal of
Judicial Decisions) 680-88.
10 Chubu Nihon Kokokusha, Nagoya High Ct., Aug. 31, 1990, Romin (Romin-Shu,
Collection of Judgments and Decisions on Labor Cases) 41-4-656.
11 For example, Nihon Denshin Denwa, Osaka Dist. Ct., Apr. 25, 1997, Rokeisoku
1638-15.
12 DCPL, Art. 4, Par. 1, No. 7.
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2.2.2  Other Plans
Unlike in corporate-type DC plans, there is no “vesting” rule applied to

TQ, EPF, or DB plans and thus bad boy clauses are not prohibited in these plans.
Before the 2001 reform, there was no statute or court decision approving or
disapproving the validity of bad boy clauses in those plans, while, as mentioned
above, courts have dealt with many “bad boy” cases in lump-sum retirement
allowance plans.

However, the newly-enacted DBCPL and its Enforcement Order and
Regulation provide that DB plans may forfeit pension benefits totally or partially
pursuant to the bylaws, in the case of dismissal for serious reasons attributable to
the participants.13  “Serious reasons” include:14

� criminal conducts such as embezzlement, which causes serious damage
to the employer, seriously inuring the company’s honor or reputation, or
seriously disturbing order in the workplace;

� serious violation of work-related duties such as leaking company secrets;
and,

� disturbance of workplace discipline such as being absent without
justifiable reasons, or serious violation of good faith under the
employment contract.

Bad boy clauses in DB plans are validly enforceable for the above serious
reasons if they are provided for in the bylaws.15  Basically the same goes for TQ
and EFP plans.16

2.3  Issues and Policy Implications
Under the current law, there are two different legal approaches to bad boy

clauses: they are enforceable in corporate-type DC plans only for those who have
less than three years of service with the employer, while they are basically valid in
other plans.  It means that corporate-type DC plans cannot play the same role as
other plans in maintaining the enterprise order or preventing employees from
going to work for other companies in the same business, while an employer can
convert its lump sum retirement allowance, TQ, EPF, or DB plan into a corporate-
type DC plan by transferring pension assets.17  Corporate-type DC plans were so
new that the anti-forfeiture rule was not paid much attention in the legislative
process and thus did not meet with strong opposition.  Chances are that
employers are not very conscious of the real meaning of the three-year vesting
rule, that is, prohibition of bad boy clauses.

The DBCPL and DCPL have at least one purpose in common: “to support
the nation’s own effort to secure income in their old age.”18  Legislators should
explain officially why it has decided to enact two statutes with the same purpose

                                           
13 DBCPL, Art. 54; DBCPL Enforcement Order, Art. 34, No. 2.
14 DBCPL Enforcement Regulation, Art. 31.
15 It goes without saying that the part of pension benefits resulting from employees’
contributions cannot be forfeited for any reason.
16 Even after the 2001 reform, there is still no statutory provision referring to the
validity of bad boy clauses in TQ or EPF plans.  However, judging from officially-
approved practical guidelines for these two plans, bad boy clauses in TQ or EPF plans
are not prohibited, either.
17 DCPL, Art. 54.
18 DBCPL, Art. 1; DCPL, Art. 1.
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under two different sets of vesting and forfeiture rules.
As mentioned above, there is a hypothetical individual account balance in

the cash balance plan, although it is not a corporate-type DC plan, but an EPF or
DB plan.  It is likely that cash balance participants are more sensitive about their
own pension rights and more reluctant to accept bad boy clauses.  If cash balance
plans become more prevalent in the future, legislators might be going to have to
consider seriously introducing vesting and non-forfeiture rules.

Some legal theorists propose prohibiting bad boy clauses, on the ground
that employers may abuse these clauses.  They argue that damages should be
claimed individually if a dismissed or resigning employee causes damage to the
employer.  On the other hand, the view that a bad boy should go away empty-
handed has really taken root in Japanese society.  Legislators should be very
prudent in enacting an anti-forfeiture law.  One compromise alternative is to
prohibit bad boy clauses only in corporate pension plans with tax advantages.

3  Anti-Reduction Rule
If corporate pensions are deferred wages, vested benefits, that is, benefits

that are considered to result from past service, should not be reduced, even by a
yen.  Under corporate-type DC plans, vested benefits cannot be reduced because
of the three-year vesting rule.  However, as already mentioned above, there is no
vesting rule in the lump-sum retirement allowance, TQ, EPF, or DB plans.
Instead, there are other types of legal protection against benefit reduction in those
plans.

3.1  Retirement Allowances
3.1.1  Reduction through Work Rules

While there is no anti-reduction statutory provision as to retirement
allowances, a famous legal principle based upon a series of Supreme Court
decisions can work to put a brake on excessive benefit reduction.  In Shuhoku Bus
case, the Supreme Court held that, while in principle disadvantageous changes in
work rules do not give rise to a binding effect on employees, they do bind the
employees if the changes are “reasonable.”19  Afterwards, in Daishi Ginko case,20

the Supreme Court clarified the meaning of “reasonableness.”  According to this
case, whether changes in work rules are “reasonable” or not is determined by
considering the following factors: the extent of disadvantage, the extent of
improvements in related working conditions, the need for changes, social propriety
of the changes, and a course of negotiations with the union or a majority of the
employees. 21

Thus, according to the case law, an employer can reduce retirement
allowance benefits by changing the work rules only when the change stays within
a “reasonable” range.

3.1.2  Reduction through Collective Agreement
As mentioned above, collective agreements have a preemptive effect on

individual labor contracts.22  A collective agreement can even impose
disadvantages on union-member employees, unless the disadvantageous changes
have the character of exceptional unreasonableness in light of the fairness in the

                                           
19 Shuhoku Bus, Supr. Ct., Dec. 25, 1968, Minshu (the Supreme Court Reporter (Civil
Cases)) 22-13-3459.
20 Daishi Ginko case, Supr. Ct., Feb. 28, 1997, Minshu 51-2-705.
21 Sugeno, supra note 7, p. 122.
22 TUL, Art. 16.
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process of interest adjustment between labor and management and among
labor.23  In other words, unlike the case of disadvantageous changes in work
rules, courts should not scrutinize in detail the reasonableness of the content in
the changed collective agreement, unless it gives special disadvantages to a partial
group of union members.24

Thus, basically a collective agreement can reduce retirement allowance
benefits, on condition that the union performs the duty of fair representation and
the changed collective agreement is not unreasonably disadvantageous to a
particular group of employees.

3.2  Corporate Pensions
There are statutory provisions which regulate benefit reduction in TQ,

EPF, and DB plans.  In fact the benefit reduction rule in those provisions is
similar to the above-mentioned case law on disadvantageous changes in work
rules.

In general, to change bylaws in a DB plan, the employer or the corporate
pension fund must obtain consent from a majority of the employees.25  However,
in case of benefit reduction, there are more requirements to be met.  The DBCPL
provides that an employer or a corporate pension fund can change the bylaws to
reduce participants’ pension benefits if the reduction is unavoidable because the
employer sponsoring the plan is in a business slump or because it is projected
that, without the reduction, premiums would rise so sharply that the employer
cannot bear the cost.26  Furthermore, the employer or the corporate pension fund
must obtain consent from any union organized by not less than one-third of the
participants, where such a union exists, and from not less than two-thirds of the
participants individually, if there is no union organized by not less than two-thirds
of the participants.27

To reduce pension benefits in TQ and EPF plans, there are also
substantial and procedural requirements to be met by the employer or the
employees’ pension fund, which are similar to those in DB plans mentioned
above.28

3.3  Issues and Policy Implications
In short, under the current case law or statutory provisions, to reduce

retirement allowance or corporate pension benefits, there are substantial and
procedural requirements to be met by the employer sponsoring the plan, the
employees’ pension fund, or the corporate pension fund.  However, as a matter of
fact, it seems very difficult to decide about abstract substantial requirements such
                                           
23 Sugeno, supra note 7, p. 592.
24 Sugeno, ibid.; Asahi Kasai Kaijo Hoken (original suit), Supr. Ct., Mar. 27, 1997,
Rohan 713-27.
25 More precisely, to change bylaws in a contract-type DB plan, there must be a labor-
management agreement between the employer sponsoring the plan and a majority
union or a person representing a majority of the employees.  DBCPL, Art. 6, Par. 2.  To
change bylaws in a fund-type DB plan, there must be a resolution of the assembly of
delegates, a half of which are employees’ representatives.  DBCPL, Art. 19, Par. 1, No.
1.
26 DBCPL, Art. 5, Par. 1, No. 5 & Art. 12, Par. 1, No. 7; DBCPL Enforcement Order,
Art. 4, No. 2 & Art. 7; DBCPL Enforcement Regulation, Arts. 5 & 12.
27 DBCPL Enforcement Regulation, Arts. 6 & 13.
28 There is no statutory provision referring to benefit reduction in TQ and EPF plans.
Instead, each plan’s officially-approved practical guideline stipulates benefit reduction
standards similar to those in DB plans.
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as the need for work rule changes, social propriety, or an employer’s business
slump.  Consequently, courts or the administrative offices that examine the
bylaws cannot help focusing more on procedural requirements, that is, consent
from the labor side.  Trade unions play a very important role in benefit reduction
cases.  As already mentioned above, under the current regulations, there is no
vesting rule in TQ, EPF, or DB plans.  Instead, there is another type of protection
against benefit reduction: trade unions.

Sometimes protection by trade unions is much stronger than the vesting
rule.  The vesting rule only protects vested benefits, that is, benefits that are
considered to result from past service.  However, it is very difficult, not to say
impossible, for an employer sponsoring a plan or a pension fund to reduce future
benefits, that is, benefits that are expected to be accrued in the future, if the trade
union opposes it.  On the other hand, even benefits considered to result from past
service may be reduced, if the trade union does not oppose it.  In a sense, trade
unions hold the power of life and death over employees’ pension benefits.

The vesting rule is very clear-cut, easy to understand and prevents benefit
reduction even if there is no union at the workplace, as far as vested benefits are
concerned.  However, unlike protection by trade unions, it has nothing to do with
future benefits.  The legislator should take into account those merits and demerits
when investigating the possibility of introducing the vesting standard rule in EPF
or DB plans.

4  Fiduciary Duties
In a broader sense, fiduciary duties are a variety of responsibilities

assumed by those who directly or indirectly deal with pension asset management
and investment.  Fiduciary duties have not been paid much attention until
recently.  Due to strict regulations, EPF directors or financial institutions did not
have much discretion to manage or invest pension assets.29  Besides, before the
boom of the “bubble economy”, it was not very difficult to achieve a high
investment performance.  However, under the drive of deregulation, the
government has taken measures to relax pension asset management regulations
since the end of the 1990s.  Now is the time for fiduciaries to play a more
important role.

Roughly speaking, fiduciary duties can be divided into two categories:
duty of loyalty and duty of care.

4.1  Duty of Loyalty
The duty of loyalty generally means that fiduciaries must discharge their

duties solely in the interest of plan participants and beneficiaries.  Each corporate
pension statute has a general provision as to the duty of loyalty (see Chart 7).

Which plans? Whose duty? To Whom?
EPF30 EPF directors EPF

                                           
29 For example, before 1996, each trust bank entrusted with investing TQ pension
funds had to follow the “5:3:3:2” regulation, which stipulated that at least 50 percent
of funds invested had to be placed in low-risk assets like Japanese government bonds;
assets invested in the domestic stock market had to be 30 percent or less; foreign
currency-based assets had to be 30 percent or less; and real estate 20 percent or less.
Similar regulations also existed as regards insurance companies and EPF plans.  All
those regulations were totally repealed by 1998.
30 The Employees’ Pension Insurance Law (hereinafter EPIL), Art. 120-2, Par. 1.
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EPF31 financial institutions EPF

DB32 employer participants, etc.

Fund-Type DB33 corporate pension fund
directors

corporate pension fund

Contract-Type DB34 financial institutions participants, etc.

Fund-Type DB35 financial institutions corporate pension fund

Corporate-Type DC36 employer participants, etc.

Corporate-Type DC37 asset management
institutions

participants, etc.

Corporate-Type DC38 operation management
institutions

participants, etc.

Chart 7: Duty of Loyalty

More concretely, the following acts are examples of the duty of loyalty: an
employer sponsoring a contract-type DB plan shall not conclude any asset
management and investment contract in order to pursue the interests of
themselves or of a third party other than participants;39 a corporate pension fund
director shall not designate any particular investment choice for the funds in
order to pursue the interests of themselves or of a third party other than the
fund;40 and, a corporate-type DC operation management institution shall not offer
any particular investment alternative to participants in order to pursue the
interests of themselves or of a third party other than the participants.41

Generally speaking, participants, beneficiaries, EPFs, or corporate
pension funds can claim damages from directors, employers, or financial
institutions if the latter are in violation of the duty of loyalty.42  However,
calculating damages is a difficult problem, particularly in the case of DB plans
where, unlike corporate-type DC plans, employers bear the investment risk and
thus investment losses do not always directly lead to reduced benefits.

Another issue is what “in the interest of participants” or “to pursue the
interests of participants” exactly means.  For example, an employer sponsoring a
contract-type DB plan chose X Trust Bank as the plan’s asset management
institution.  While Y Trust Bank offered lower fees, the employer preferred X
because X and the employer have been in a close business relationship for a long
time.  It seems that the employer did not act in the interest of participants but in

                                           
31 EPIL, Art. 136-5.
32 DBCPL, Art. 69, Par. 1.
33 DBCPL, Art. 70, Par. 1.
34 DBCPL, Art. 71.
35 DBCPL, Art. 72.
36 DCPL, Art. 43, Par. 1.
37 DCPL, Art. 44.
38 DCPL, Art. 98, Par. 1.
39 DBCPL, Art. 69, Par. 2, No. 1.
40 DBCPL, Art. 70, Par.2, No. 1.
41 DCPL, Art. 100; The Order concerning Defined Contribution Operation Management
Institutions, Art. 10.
42 See EPIL, Art. 120-2, Par. 2; DBCPL, Art. 70, Par. 3.
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his or her own interest in maintaining a good business relationship.
On the other hand, participants are employed by the employer. What

benefits employees most is prosperity of the company, not a small discount in
asset management fees.  If the company goes bankrupt, corporate pensions will
vanish into thin air.  Choosing Y, not X could have a bad influence on the
company’s business.  In this sense, designating X as an asset management
institution was an act in the interest of participants and there was no violation of
the duty of loyalty.

While this is an extreme and exaggerated example, the point is that the
duty of loyalty standards need further clarification.

4.2  Duty of Care
In short, the duty of care means that fiduciaries must discharge their

duties prudently, that is, “with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the
circumstances then prevailing that a prudent man acting in a like capacity and
familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like
character and with like aims.”43  Unlike the duty of loyalty, each corporate
pension statute has no general provision as to the duty of care.  However, it is
considered that employers sponsoring TQ or contract-type DB plans and directors
in EPF or fund-type DB plans must perform their duties in relation to pension
asset management and investment with the care of a “prudent man” on the
ground that the Civil Code stipulates the “prudent man” rule under a contract of
entrustment or mandate.44

Each statute has more concrete provisions on the duty of care.

4.2.1  Diversified Investments
An employer sponsoring a contract-type DB plan, an EPF, or a corporate

pension fund shall endeavor to diversify the investments of the funds.45

The DCPL provides that a corporate-type DC operation management
institution must offer participants at least three investment alternatives including
one with the warranty of the capital, each with different risk and return
characteristics, and must explain to the participants the reason for selecting the
alternatives.46  It can be said that the aim of this regulation is to prepare the
framework under which participants can diversify their investments.

4.2.2  Designation and Supervision
In TQ, EPF, or DB plans, in many cases financial institutions are in

charge of management and investment of the funds.  Employers sponsoring plans
or fund directors must perform the duty of care in designating those institutions.
This is far from being a “one-off” duty.  Employers and directors must supervise
designated institutions continuously, that is, keep an eye on the investment
results and the like.  If a designated institution’s investment performance is poor,
or if the institution is judged to be imprudent in investing assets or disloyal to
participants, the employer or fund directors must issue a warning to it, or,
according to circumstances, consider replacing it with another financial
institution.

                                           
43 ERISA 404(a)(1)(B).
44 The Civil Code, Art. 644.
45 The Employees’ Pension Fund Order, Art. 39-15; DBCPL Enforcement Order, Art.
46, Par. 1.
46 DCPL, Art. 23, Par. 1; DCPL Enforcement Order, Art. 12, Par. 1, No. 1; DCPL
Enforcement Regulation, Art. 18.
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Likewise, in corporate-type DC plans, an employer sponsoring a plan is
under the duty of care in selecting and supervising operation management
institutions.

4.2.3  Investment Education
In corporate-type DC plans, participants make their own investment

decisions and bear the investment risk.  Thus, basically, employers sponsoring
plans do not owe the duty of care directly in relation to asset management
investment.  However, the DCPL requires employers sponsoring plans to give the
so-called “investment education” to participants so that they can make
investments based on their own responsibility.47  Employers are under the duty of
care in offering investment education.  According to a Notice from the Director of
the Pension Bureau, the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, investment
education includes: information on DC plans, other corporate pension plans, and
public pensions; characteristics of financial products such as bank deposits,
investment trusts, bonds, stocks, and insurance; and the basics of investment,
such as types and characteristics of risks and returns.

An employer can entrust the investment education duty to an operation
management institution.48  In this case, the employer is under the duty of care in
designating and supervising the operation management institution.

  5  Plan Termination
In most cases, if an employer sponsoring a plan goes bankrupt, the

corporate pension plan has no choice but to be terminated with insufficient
assets.  In such cases, under the current law, participants may be thrown out of
the company without enough benefit protection.

5.1  Retirement Allowances
In many cases, retirement allowances are recognized as a wage under the

LSL.49  The Civil and Commercial Codes endow wage claims with preferential
rights by way of security.50  However, preferential rights are inferior to a security
right over specific property, especially mortgages and it is unlikely that an
employer will go bankrupt and leave many properties which are not mortgaged.

To complement such inadequate protection, the Law concerning Security
of Wage Payment, etc. (LSWP) provides two measures for securing retirement
allowances.  First, under some conditions, the government makes a substitute
payment of wages to persons with unpaid wages or retirement allowances, up to
80 percent of the unpaid portions.51  However, because this is basically a system
of wage security, and not of retirement allowance security, there is an upper limit
of substitute payment.  The upper limit is 2,960,000 yen for persons aged forty-
five or over, 1,760,000 yen for ages thirty to forty-four, and 880,000 yen for ages
under thirty.52  Under these upper limits, in many cases it is very difficult to get
back unpaid retirement allowances in full.

Second, employers must endeavor, under some conditions, to take
preservative measures for a certain amount of money as the sum to be

                                           
47 DCPL, Art. 22.
48 DCPL, Art. 97.
49 For details, see Sugeno, supra note 7, pp. 218-219.
50 The Civil Code, Arts. 306 & 308; the Commercial Code, Art. 295, Par. 1.
51 LSWP, Art. 7.
52 LSWP Enforcement Order, Art. 4, Par. 1.
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appropriated to the payment of retirement allowances.53  Preservative measures
include a guaranty by a bank or other financial institution, creating a pledge or
mortgage for employees’ claim to retirement allowances, and so forth.54

Employers who sponsor corporate pension plans such as TQ, EPF, DB, and the
like are exempted from the above duty to endeavor in relation to preservative
measures.

5.2  Employees’ Pension Fund Plans
The Pension Fund Association, a special corporate entity established by

the EPIL, has put into practice a benefit guarantee system as one of its unique
undertakings.55  The Pension Fund Association can add a certain amount to
pension benefits, if an EPF is dissolved with insufficient assets for unavoidable
reasons such as the sponsoring employer’s bankruptcy.  The benefit guarantee
system is funded through premiums paid by EPFs.

5.3  Other Plans
In other plans, there is no such benefit guarantee system.  In the

legislative process of the DBCPL, whether such a system should be established or
not was one of the most debated issues.  While the labor union side insisted on
the need for pension benefit protection in the case of corporate bankruptcy, the
employer side strongly opposed it, arguing that a benefit guarantee system could
bring about the so-called “morale hazard” among negligent employers sponsoring
the plans and as a result impose an excessive burden on sensible employers.  At
the end of the day, the legislators took the management’s side but the Committee
on Health, Labor and Welfare, the House of Representatives made a
supplementary resolution to require the government to examine continuously the
benefit guarantee system.

5.4  Issues and Policy Implications
In the era of an aging population, securing the nation’s retirement income

is one of the most important policy goals.  No one can deny the importance and
necessity of benefit protection in the case of corporate bankruptcy.  However,
apparently the time is not yet ripe for a benefit guarantee system or plan
termination insurance.  There are many things to be considered before
introducing such a system.

First, introduction of the vesting rule should be considered, because
which portion of benefits is covered under the benefit guarantee system must be
clear.

Second, the benefit guarantee system must be the last resort and must
not bring about a morale hazard.  Thus reinforcing or ameliorating rules on
disclosure, funding, fiduciary duties and so forth should be given priority.

Third, while the debate on the benefit guarantee system tends to focus on
EPF or DB plans only, the government should not disregard the most urgent
problem to be solved, that is, benefit protection in retirement allowance plans.
Most workers in small- and medium-sized companies are only covered by
unfunded retirement allowance plans.  If they lose their employment, it is likely
that they also lose retirement allowances.  The above-mentioned substitute
payment of wages under the LSWP does not provide enough protection for
retirement allowances.  The preservative measures do not work well either.  The

                                           
53 LSWP, Art. 5.
54 LSWP Enforcement Regulation, Art. 5-2, Par. 1.
55 See EPIL, Art. 159, Par. 3, No. 1.
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government should take measures, not limited to the introduction of a benefit
guarantee system, to protect retirement allowances in such cases.  One alternative
is to encourage strongly employers through subsidies to convert their unfunded
plans into funded plans such as DB or into corporate-type DC plans.

After all those hurdles are cleared, the government should seriously
consider introducing a benefit guarantee system in DB plans.  It may be
impossible to eliminate the possibility of morale hazard.  However, we should keep
in mind the fact that a sensible employee is not always employed by a sensible
employer.

  Conclusion

1  The Importance of Retirement Allowances
The 2001 corporate and personal pension reform gave both employers and

employees new choices: contract-type and fund-type DB plans and corporate-type
DC plans.  However, we should not forget about the older and still most prevalent
choice for many companies: retirement allowances in a lump sum.  As already
mentioned, there are many measures to be taken in relation to unfunded, less
protected retirement allowances.  For example, the government should consider
permitting the “roll-over” of lump-sum retirement allowances into a corporate-type
or an individual-type DC account.  In addition to it, it should consider the
possibility of a benefit guarantee system for retirement allowances or encourage
employers through subsidies to convert their unfunded plans into funded plans
such as DB or into corporate-type DC plans.

2  A Shift from Gratuities to Deferred Compensation?
While the DBCPL and DCPL have in common the same purpose of

supporting “the nation’s own effort to secure income in their old age,” these two
statutes contrast sharply in regulating benefits.  DB plan benefits are still
retirement allowances in disguise.  So are TQ and EPF benefits.  There is no
vesting or benefit accrual rule in those plans.  Bad boy clauses are not illegal.  The
sponsor of a plan can reduce benefits under some conditions.  On the other hand,
an employer sponsoring a corporate-type DC plan must remove such gratuitous
elements from the plan.  The three-year vesting rule bars bad boy clauses and the
reduction of vested benefits.  Finally, corporate-type DC benefits are sort of
deferred wages.

What should be considered from now on is whether or not to eliminate
such gratuitous aspects of all the corporate pension plans and to “sublimate”
them into deferred compensation for retirement.


